Legal And Ethical Aspects Of Health Information Management
Understanding the complex legal and ethical principles that govern health information management is more important than ever. To help you successfully navigate these legal issues, LEGAL AND ETHICAL ASPECTS OF HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT is revised, updated, and expanded, providing the opportunity to focus on law and ethics as they relate to HIM. Key topics include the role of social media in health care, expansion of existing materials on e-discovery, compliance, completeness of the health record, breaches of confidentiality, and much more. Features include enrichment activities, mapping to CAHIIM standards, and interactive quizzing and case studies to help develop practical application and high-level problem solving skills. Written by a seasoned HIM professional and lawyer, LEGAL AND ETHICAL ASPECTS OF HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, 4th Edition provides a complete solution for understanding the legal and ethical concerns that safeguard health care information today.
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Customer Reviews

This was a required textbook for a Community College of 2014 course HIT program. In preparation for a RHIT exam. And used for course work and learning. This new edition is very pricey the author a lawyer JD and publisher did not update this book from other OLDER editions. Hence I gave it wo stars. Two stars say I don’t like it. This is how you tell. You can get free digital editions and run them side by side. Within in search crossreference. I will be doing this for future textbooks. These editions were from what I searched back and forth, the exact copy of each other. The difference was only
that the author and publisher added more to the list of keywords ALREADY present in the chapter of new and former editions. Then these words were highlighted and bolded in the chapter. Chapters were word for word. Case law was repeated even. Granted case law can take a precedence for years. But this new field of HIT is constantly evolving with new laws, rules and regulations. This book and its old editions is used for students to study for a nationally registered exam. RHIT. On the job using healthcare law I did not see it put together in this book. Except for blurbing out a "so and so versus so and so." Basic law DEFINITIONS you will get. ie. subpoena. The author a lawyer JD throws in SOME of the rules, regulations, standards, statutes etc.into each chapter. The majority of the book is repetative information of other HIT books. Granted knowing the law takes more than this. I'm saying healthcare law is huge. But using this book to pass the exam has me nervous. Looking at a legal health record at work and saying, "Ok this is not legal," has me very apprehensive." Maybe talk to the program director of your HIT program that they re-reviewed this new edition.
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